
 
 

Job Title: Spray Technician Assistant  

 
Number of Hours per Week: 40 

Mettech requires a spray technician to join our team. 
 

Mettech manufactures advanced plasma thermal spray coating equipment and provides expert 
coating service, support and development to customers from a wide range of industries 
including aerospace, automotive, energy, printing, pulp & paper, mining, and metals & metal 
processing. Headquartered in Surrey, British Columbia, Northwest Mettech Corp. is a leader in 
developing thermal spray technology. Mettech is a pioneer in Axial Suspension Plasma Spray 
Technology with innovative liquid injection (suspension feeders) and surface engineered 
coating solutions 

What you will BRING 

 Able to assist all operations required for completion of the job (grit blasting, masking, 
etc.) and make suggestions for improvements to run job more efficiently 

 Able to do math, perform basic computer skills, and solve and troubleshoot problems 
quickly to keep production moving forward 

 Keeping the shop area neat and tidy at all times 
 A good hands-on aptitude 
 Ability to work in a team as well as work independently  
 A positive mindset and sense of excitement for being in the action everyday on-site 
 A proven track record of team collaboration 
 Familiar with common hand and power tools 
 The legal ability to work in Canada 

What YOU Will Do 

 Work with world-leading automated thermal spray technology 
 Ensure quality completion of both standard and custom projects  
 Solve technical challenges in house 
 Lift and carry merchandise as needed, up to 50 lbs. 
 Jump in and experience first-hand production of thermal spray technology 
 Assist the team with daily tasks, coordination and assembly 
 Order processing, filling customer orders for consumables 
 Support our worldwide clients though email and telephone support 
 Follow all health and safety regulations. 



 
 

 Other tasks as assigned outside of the spray department 
 Collaborate and keep the lines of communication open when working with team 

members 
 Embrace the learning experience and be open to taking on new challenges 

What’s in it for YOU? 

 The Ability to make a difference and build something extraordinary with our team; 
 The chance to work with leaders who support your development through coaching and 

managing opportunities 
 Getting to work in a dynamic, collaborative, progressive, and high-performing team 
 Opportunities to do challenging work 
 Opportunities to become an expert in thermal spray technology 
 In house training provided 

Note: No financial relocation assistance is available for this position. 

At Mettech, we don’t just accept difference - we celebrate it, we support it, and we thrive on it 
for the benefit of our team, our products, and our community. Mettech is proud to be an equal 
opportunity workplace. 

Apply now 

By emailing your cover letter and resume to  

HR@mettech.com 


